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A big warm welcome
to you all!
Congratulations on making it this far - revel
in your success and be proud of yourself!
If anyone knows the challenges you may
have faced to get to this point, it’s me and
the rest of the medical family you’ve now
found yourself a part of.
My name is Wynona (it’s phonetic! We-NoNah), and I’m the TUMSS Student Welfare
Officer for 2019. I’m here to make sure
you have a great time whilst embarking on
the doctor dream;
to make sure you
find a home here
amongst
your
peers; to make
sure there’s a light
at the end when
you find yourself
in a tunnel; and
to make sure that
you are standing
at Status: OK.

There are so many societies and clubs you
can be a part of, and countless activities to
explore, plus new people to meet who will
go through this journey with you.
As fun as it is, it’s important to be prepared
for some lows amongst the highs.
Medicine, as I’m sure you’ve heard, will be
a new and challenging experience. Perhaps
you’ve cruised through academic life so
far, but at some point you may find yourself
at a loss for how to even begin studying.
Perhaps you’ll find it hard to balance your
social life with medicine. Perhaps you’ve
moved out of home and the idea of ‘mealprepping’ is as
foreign as trying
to decipher a
stone-carving of
hieroglyphs.
Whatever it is,
I’m here for you!
Genuinely. Never
hesitate to send
me a message,
email, text or
to say hi in the
corridor. Never forget that we’re all in the
same boat, and when the going gets tough,
there’s always someone out there to help
you. It may not be me, but it may be there
your friends and family, your TUMSS year
reps, TUMSS committee members, your
tutors, lecturers, School of Medicine staff,
and many many other services available to
you too. You only need ask :)

WElCOME
to the mbbs
fa m i ly

This survival guide is to provide you with
some key info to help you get through
medicine in one-piece. As ominous as
that sounds, it’s really a guide to help you
get the best out of the med experience.
It’s filled with wisdom from older years, a
guide to Hobart, UTas, TUMSS and other
societies, plus some tips on textbooks
and study etc. So make sure to give it a
thorough read - I promise you it’ll be worth
it!
With so many social events planned for you,
so many academic events and everything
in-between to deliver you freebies,
studying medicine is a ton of fun.

I’m so excited to have you all join us in the
wild world of medicine, and hopefully you
will all cherish and enjoy the next few years
to come.

Wynona Chin
Student Welfare Officer

Dear Med I student/Medlet,
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It is my pleasure to welcome you to
the start of your professional medical
career. The next five years studying
medicine at UTAS will provide you
with a launchpad to working, studying
and travelling anywhere in the world,
fantastic opportunities to grow as an
individual, upskill and network, and
with friendships and memories that
you will undoubtedly last a lifetime.
My name is Tom, and I am President
of the Tasmanian University Medical
Students’ Society (TUMSS). Since 1965,
TUMSS has represented all Tasmanian
medical students state-wide, no matter
where you have come from, or where
you will choose to go. TUMSS is one
of the largest student societies at
UTas, whose role is to advocate on
your behalf to the School of Medicine
(SoM) and Tasmanian branch of
the Australian Medical Association
(AMA), facilitate amazing academic
events and opportunities for you to
attend, and host stellar social events
like MedCamp (which you should all
attend!) and MedBall that are always
the first things medical students pencil
into their calendars! Keep an eye out
for news from Bella and Kris (both Med
IV), our Academic Vice-Presidents, and
Ruth and Tilly (both Med IV), our Social
Vice-Presidents.
Your welfare is paramount to your
success in medicine, and it is our upmost
priority. TUMSS hopes to accentuate
the wellbeing of all medical students
studying at UTAS by providing events
that have a focus on wellbeing and
self-care, whilst highlighting leaders
amongst the student body who are
always open for a conversation, chat,
or yarn about anything and everything
that is going on in your life! TUMSS
also has year representatives from

every year level, who provide direct
avenues to for any questions, queries,
or concerns you may have. Your year
reps will be elected by your year
group in the coming weeks. Wynona
(Med III) is our Student Welfare Officer
for 2019, and along with our Social
Vice-Presidents, she has been busily
organising your MedCamp, which is
occurring over the weekend of the
22nd to the 24th of February. It is your
only opportunity to attend as a first
year medlet, and the few from my year
group who did not attend are still sad
about their decision to this day! It is
shaping up to be the best and most
exciting MedCamp in living memory!
TUMSS itself works due to the tireless
efforts of our committee members and
volunteers, from all year levels and all
ends of the state. We are passionate
in our desire to support our peers,
as we all know how intense studying
a medical degree can be at times.
TUMSS also works due to having
an incredibly close-knit and active
medical student community, which we
need to nurture and cherish now and
into the future. We are all a resourceful
bunch of individuals, all with the
ability to achieve our own personal
goals, and to lend a helping hand
wherever necessary. I would strongly
encourage you to get involved in as
many extracurricular activities as you
can along your journey, whether that’s
with TUMSS, other medicine-related
societies, such as IMPACT (global
health) or Rustica (rural health), or
any other interest areas that you may
have. Students who are engaged in
activities, and grounded within their
communities, are the students that
achieve the most.
However, as much as we might
like to think it, we are not the only
medical students that matter in

Australia! TUMSS is one of 22 medical
student societies (known colloquially
as ‘MedSox’) that are represented
on a national stage by the Australian
Medical Students’ Association (AMSA).
AMSA is our national representative
body, who formulate policies, meet
with government, advocate for all
17,0000 medical students in Australia,
and have a number of nation-wide
projects that they focus on year-toyear. You will no doubt meet Ollie
(Med III) very soon, our passionate
AMSA Rep, who will be your go-to-guy
for all things AMSA! On top of this,
they run a number of events, including
their Rural Health Summit (in Albury
in late September), Global Health
Conference (in Sydney in mid-August),
and National Leadership Development
Seminar (in Canberra in mid-May).
Most exciting for us this year, however,
is the fact that AMSA’s flagship event –
their National Convention (the largest
student-run conference in the world!) –
is being held in Hobart this year, and
being organised by UTAS students! Up
to 1000 medical students from across
Australia attend this week-long event,
which is filled with academic and social
opportunities aplenty! Get in touch
with Declan (Med IV), our outstanding
HB19 Convenor, for more information.
If you have any problems throughout
the year, you can raise it with your year
group representatives, or directly to any
member of the TUMSS committee. We
were all in your position once, starting
our medical journey not too long ago
at all, and we are always willing to chat
with you! I am very excited, honoured,
and humbled to welcome you to your
studies at the University of Tasmania,
and the whole TUMSS committee looks
forward to meeting and welcoming
you all at MedCamp!

Thomas Webster
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Hello and a very big welcome Students have travelled to Iceland,
to medical school, class of 2023! You
have made it, and all those gruelling
years of study at college have finally
paid off! You may be feeling nervous
or a little overwhelmed. It can be
daunting to be surrounded by 120
something strangers in a room that
is a lot bigger than the classrooms at
school. But don’t worry, everything and
everyone will soon become familiar to
you in no time. Take a deep breath and
get ready to dive into your first year of
medical school.

Canada, England and even France. Oh,
and did we mention there will be free
food? Come along and listen to what
opportunities are out there for you!

If Electives Night hasn’t already
peaked your interest, then maybe
Careers Night will. More free
food and a chance to hear from medical
professionals from a wide range of
medical specialties. You may already
be thinking “but I’m going to be a
Neurosurgeon so why bother?”
You never know what
Wait up! Before you start thinking about doors may be
hitting the books, take a moment to
read over this guide and familiarise
yourself
with
what
TUMSS has to
waiting for you
to open them.
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calendar you may be interested

We, your Academic Vice Presidents,
have been planning some top-quality
events for you. First lined up on the
calendar is Electives Night.
What on earth is Electives Night? It
is a wonderful opportunity for you to
come and explore what your future
years of medical school have in store
for you. It’s not all muscles, bones and
myotomes (what are thooooose?). The
year 5 students have recently returned
from their electives and are keen to
come and share their adventures with
you. Have you ever wanted to travel
to Iceland? Well this is your chance!

in taking advantage of the many
more opportunities medical school
will offer you. From college
conferences
to
AMSA
National
Convention,
there will be something for you. Get
in touch if you need some cash to
get you from A to B. We’ll be taking
applications for Conference support
throughout the year.
We’re both super friendly and
approachable medlets, so if you see us
around, don’t be afraid to say hi or let
us know if you ever need a hand with
something!
It’s going to be a big year, and you’re
going to have a lot of fun. Enjoy it!

Bella and Kris

Academic Vice Presidents

Congratulations and welcome! Getting
into medicine is quite a feat, now for
the next challenge – first year. If our
experience is anything to go by you guys
will have an awesome time and we just
want to pass on some tips that we learnt
during our first year and let you know
what to expect for the upcoming year.
Best wishes for the year ahead!
Lucy Southcott and Max
Green
Semester 2
Domain 1 has a big focus on anatomy
in Semester 2 (start studying early as
there is a lot to learn)! In Semester
2 all the content seems a lot more
connected to each other and is based
around the case for the week (which
you discuss in your CBL groups). For
Domain 2 you start learning how to
perform musculoskeletal examinations
and there is also a reasonably large
unit of statistics. Dissection of cadavers
also starts in second semester and this
becomes a really great way of learning
anatomy by actually being able to see
real structures. Everyone has different
reactions to seeing and dissecting the
cadavers for the first time and this is
completely normal. However, I think that
everyone in our year group was able to
appreciate the ultimate gift of the people
who donated their bodies to help us
learn. Domain 3 looks at the health for
different groups of the community and
Domain 4 talks more about the ethics of
the doctor-patient relationship.
Advice #2: Be
generous with
your knowledge
Remember to work with
your year group because
the idea is to help everyone
succeed. Many of our
year group shared study
notes, ideas and ways of
remembering things. Our
academic rep also created
a quizlet group which
worked well for revision
material for exams.

Semester 1
Year 1 is split into four Domains; Domain 1 Science and Scholarship, Domain 2 - Clinical
Practice, Domain 3 - Health and Society and
Domain 4 - Professionalism and Leadership.
Most of the content of Semester 1 is Domain
1 (Science and Scholarship) so a lot of
biology, biochemistry and histology and
a bit of immunology, anatomy, pathology
and pharmacology. Domain 2 covers a lot
of communication skills and the observing
the vital signs. Domain 3 has a big focus on
the determinants of health and Domain 4 is
mainly about ethics. Rural Week happens in
first semester for you guys I’m pretty sure.
This is an amazing week where you go to
Ulverstone and get to experience rural
medicine, go into hospitals, learn some
clinical skills that you will further develop
in later years and complete team building
activities with your year group.

First

Textbooks
The TUMSS marketplace
is a really good way
to get second hand
textbooks (that are a
lot less expensive than
buying them new). You
get a massive book list at
the start of the year but
don’t buy all the books on
it, listen to lecturers and
older students so that you
end up buying books that
are actually helpful.

Advice

#1: GO
PASS

TO

PASS are Peer Assisted Study
Sessions – your lecturers will
probably tell you this as well
but PASS is actually really
useful. These are optional
study sessions built into
your timetable and held
twice a week. It can help you
consolidate your knowledge
of whatever topic is getting
covered in that session and
also, you can find out how
other people are learning
(and you can use their study
techniques) and get a feel
for what sort of depth of
knowledge your classmates
understand the topics. Your
classmates are often really
good at explaining things that
you don’t understand as well
(in normal language).

Advice #3: Remember to
study Domains 2, 3 and 4

Advice

Most people in our year found Domain
1 the most challenging in terms of the
amount of information, content and
hence spent the vast majority of time
revising this. However, in the exams there
are a lot of questions from the Domains
2, 3 and 4 so make sure you don’t neglect
these areas when it comes to revising!

Obviously for some things you can’t, but try
to! Mainly for the pathology and anatomy
practicals because some of the information
there will not be covered in the same depth
in lecture. Also a lot of questions from the
applied exams at the end of the semesters will
come from these practical sessions so being
able to revise this beforehand is really useful.

Advice #5: Go to all practical
sessions (and go prepared)
This includes CBL, tutorials and workshops. To
make the most of these sessions it is beneficial
to already have a base level understanding of the
content. These are usually smaller group sessions
and it is easier to ask questions if you already know
what you are talking about (at least a little bit) and
don’t be afraid to ask questions! It is especially
important to know your stuff for dissection tutorials
because you will quizzed by the supervisors.

Year
However, there is a lot more to uni than
just study and so here are so other tips to
help make your experience better:

#4: Get photos
everything

of

Advice #6: Study
anatomy early and
consistently through
semester 2
There is a LOT of anatomy to learn
in semester 2 and it keeps coming
week by week so make sure you
start studying it early and get a feel
for how you best learn it. Netter’s
anatomy flashcards are well worth
getting.
Advice #7: Work Smart

Work smart – Use the spare time in your
timetable to study whilst at uni and study
consistently throughout the year (so you try
not to end up cramming for exams). Having
said that it is absolutely impossible to know
everything that they cover leading into
exams and that’s alright, just try and have
good spread of most of the information.

1. Go to med camp – this is one of the best experiences you will have in first
year and is a great opportunity to bond with the rest of your cohort and learn some
fun skills as well.
2. Get involved - there is a lot of other fun stuff throughout the year, there are
so many different committees and events and these create opportunities to meet new
people and do something other than study.
3. Look after yourself and each othEr – Med is a pretty intense
course so make sure you check in with your friends and see that they are travelling ok
and let people know how you are going.
4. Continue hobbies outside of uni – It can be really nice to do
something that is totally not related to uni at all keeping in mind that you probably
need to leave the hours 8 am –
5
pm free for uni. However, you can
still continue sports or other
hobbies outside of these times.

Academic

Foreword
Second year is a difficult year and can
feel like a trial by fire. It can be terrifying
when senior students smugly inform you
that it is “the hardest’’ but remember
that this merely equips you to become
stronger for further challenges.
The pace of content is high, with large
amounts of information to retain,
especially in the opening weeks of
each semester, with stress coming in
waves. The key to success is time and
stress management and good exam
technique, through which you can
prepare for these challenges.
Love from
Jeffrey, Damaris & Fahim
Med III

•

Try your best to keep on top of things
as the pace is high, and knowledge
accumulates. The ideal position
ends up being that by the time exam
periods come along you’re pretty
much doing revision and doing past
papers instead of learning new things

•

Form a study group to test each other
on concepts and practice clinical
examination. You will learn a lot of
systems examinations/history taking.
Being consistent in practice (one/
two sessions per week of practice)
will greatly reduce the stress of
competencies and help you to snag
easy marks in the end of year OSCEs.

General
Stress management is key and there is
no better way to kick back than through:
Warnecke’s relaxation CD, and meditation
through headspace. Meditation provides
great mental clarity, allowing greater
focus and control of one’s thoughts.
Remember to allocate time for
friends, hobbies and exercise: for
the mental health benefits of these
activities cannot be underestimated

•

Think about signs and symptoms

in clinical examination in terms of
pathology, as rote learners tend
to quickly forget. Think about
the importance of signs such as
rebound tenderness and inspiratory
crackles, and why you perform
every task in the learned manner.
•

Prepare for dissections, tutorials and
practicals as coming in unprepared
will waste your time. These sessions
are a valuable way to revise and apply
concepts. Be present and ask questions.

•

Don’t sleep on CBL and live case as
they teach you to integrate knowledge
under a clinical lens. Take notes in these
sessions as these cases tend to be reused as competency or OSCE material.

2nd Year: Wise Words from the Elders
Always prioritise yourself and your
mental health before medicine. Seek
from a student advisor if you need help.
Seek fulfilment from extracurriculars
(societies,
volunteering,
exercise,
etc) helps us to remain sane: what
good are our grades if we have
lost our rationality and can’t focus
anymore due to the pressure?
Be kind to yourself, as are doing
better than you think. Don’t let a poor
assessment mark let you down, as
realistically, you will need to be doing
consistently poorly to fail. Finally,
perspective is important, life is too
precious to sacrifice opportunities
in the name of study – this is
the time to enjoy yourself!

Exam techniques
Devote time to your pharm logbook
properly as pharm is a lot of easy
marks, but merely needs some memory
consolidation (know your triple whammy).
Pathology is all about high yield
diseases: know your asterisk, important
diseases well. *You will be forgiven
for not knowing Sialadenitis, but
you will be tested to death if you
don’t know your Crohn’s, Nephrotic
syndromes, infective endocarditis, etc.
Copy down Path Pot numbers, and
note down radiograph numbers from
Weirs, as tested radiographs, pots
are exclusively from practicals and

Weir’s textbook. Go to tutes for hints on
which disease/pots/slides will be tested.
Learn the acronyms/frameworks on
Domain 3 slides. Most exam questions
come from this. I mean it. Memorise
the Nuffield Ladder of Bioethics. Stick
the Ottawa Charter on your window.
Sing the “A’s of Access” to yourself.
Go to skills days (offered by Rustica,
the Surgical Society etc.) It’s fun and
prepares you for placement in future.
Befriend 3rd years: Domain essays and
assignment tasks are frequently repeated.
Past papers are your best friend: A LOT
(40%) of questions are repeated
and there are people that pass

off these papers without much extra
study due to the bulk of material that
is retested. Use our legacy as they
emphasise the same things every year!
Don’t stress about
the pass mark is

OSCEs as
(quite) low.

Handpicked Resources
Anatomy: Essential Anatomy (App), https://teachmeanatomy.info/
Dissection: McMinn’s, Weirs, MyLo dissection videos,
investigate different cadavers
Physiology: http://teachmephysiology.com/
Clinical Examination: Talley & O’Connor (a Godsend),
MOSCEs
Histology: Chapman’s 3 minute histology (2x speed for
cram before exams)
Boards and Beyond: Systems Physiology, ECGs
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1gBGFAV_eLuYRFs0iKnvQYMdq4sm-2t80
Life in the fast lane: ECG + ABG + CBL

Going through the years is a truly daunting experience. With every year comes new
challenges, stress and more stress but also new conduits for growth. When I was in first
year, I thought being a third year would’ve been the scariest thing ever. Come third year
and I was thankful to experience the change of pace.
Your weekly schedule gets shaken up from what you’re used to. At the start of the year,
you’re placed into one of four rotation groups – being Primary Care, General Medicine,
Clinical Specialties and Surgery. You’ll get rotation teaching on Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Fridays – sometimes in the hospital or the community but, a lot of the time, at Menzies.
These are heckin’ good because they give you the days off for study sometimes. In first
semester, you’ll learn about the nervous system and the endocrine system. In second
semester, you’ll learn about all the other stuff that you didn’t learn about up to that
point like haematological malignancies, ophthalmology, HIV and a bunch of other things.
Seriously, second semester is a bit of a blur and hard to keep on top of sometimes –
prepare
yourself
for it!
You’re going to be
faster pace than
before.
Grabbing
victories is one of
you going. Rounds
consultant,
like
question to your little
students.
Getting
make you feel like a
in for your bedside
diagnosing a patient
keepyou down for

ThirD
Year?
(a heads-up! come

learning things at a
you’ve learnt them
a hold of those little
the best ways to keep
feel like Scrubs. Your
Bob Kelso, will ask a
group of doctors and
an answer right will
baller as heck. Going
tutorials and correctly
means that nothing will
the rest of the week.

Challenges
you
face along the way
back to it later too. Like thrusting
will be numerous
a
venepuncture
needle
through
down the line)
someone’s vein and
they bleed everywhere.
You might end up
feeling sick and off for
the rest of the day. I wouldn’t know since I never did that (amirite haha definitely not
me). You get the picture. It can be embarrassing getting a question wrong during your
ward rounds too but it happens. These at least give you an indication of what you need
to be focussing on. That’s what third year is, an introduction to your clinical years. An
environment where you can consolidate everything you’ve learnt thus far. Learning in
third year is letting the victories inspire you but acknowledging the little drawbacks along
the way.
Third year is a different experience for everyone who goes through it. You’ll be seeing
different patients, going to different general practices, working with different consultants
and working with different colleagues. My biggest piece of advice would be to look out
for each other. Help people out when you can. Seek help when you can. Teach each
other about what you’ve learnt. Keeping tabs on everyone’s mental health as you go
along. You’ll all have each other to watch over your back and you should try to do them
same favour. I hope you all enjoy yourselves in third year! :3
Tristan Eskenderi

4th year will be your first ‘clinical year’ and it is a change from 1st, 2nd and 3rd year!
Everybody is divided between three clinical schools, Hobart, Launceston and Burnie.
You get to put in a preference to have a say
where you go, but there is a system in place
to allocate everybodyh. You still have some
teaching in 4th year (in group learning weeks),
but most of your time will be spent on the wards
at the hospital. It’s a great opportunity to finally
see the conditions that have been studying!
Rotations in 4th year are paediatrics, obstetrics
and gynaecology, medicine, surgery, psychiatry,
and GP. They can differ slightly between clinical
schools, but the overall learning is quite similar!
Overall it can be a challenging year to adjust to the hospital, but it is definitely a good
change from sitting in a lecture theatre.
Georgia Roberts

4 t h
Yea r

And in the blink of an eye, you’ve made it to fifth year! I remember during my own first
year orientation it seemed too far away to bother thinking about, but time flies when
you’re having fun and your last year of med
school will sneak up on you before you know it.

5 t h
Yea r

By this stage, you’ll have done the hard yards
in the lecture theatre, and most of the learning
you do will be on the job. You’ll rotate through
general medicine, general surgery, general
practice, acute care, and emergency medicine,
and you can expect to be treated more or
less like an intern. By the end of it you’ll be
all over writing ward notes, taking bloods,
doing cannulas as well as some of the more
exciting stuff like running your own GP consults, assisting in theatre, or seeing your
own patients in the emergency department. With that comes being thrown out of your
comfort zone a bit (sometimes well and truly out) so some stress-reducing strategies
are key, as well as knowing where and who to go to when you’re feeling snowed under.
Even though it’s a daunting year, there is a huge amount of support available. The
clinical school admin staff are your first port of call for any difficulty you might have
with the logistics side, and the clinical coordinators are there to offer support if you’re
struggling personally. Your peers will become some of your greatest support people,
and on that note never underestimate how valuable your support might be to one of
your classmates!
Fifth year runs on its own schedule. With job applications as well as exams, it’s busy.
But the good news is it’s all done by August, then after that it’s smooth sailing with
graduation to look forward to at the end, and lots of celebrating in between. For now,
though, congrats on making it here, look after one another, and enjoy your time in
medical school!
Annabelle Rival

William CUellar

Derek Choi-Lundberg

Dear Students,
Welcome to your first year of the MBBS. I hope you are
excited and looking forward to the year ahead. I am the
CAM102 unit coordinator and teach anatomy in first,
second and third years. All my first-year teaching is in
second-semester (CAM102), where I teach mainly gross
anatomy and have a small involvement in clinical skills
teaching as well. In first semester, I am involved in anatomy
teaching in second (CAM201) and third (CAM304) years.
As a rule, students find CAM102 challenging and very
interesting at the same time. In sequence with clinical skills teaching where you will
have your first experience at physical examinations, you will be learning gross anatomy
(macroscopic structure) through dissection of the human body (amongst other learning
methods) beginning with the anatomy of the lower & upper limbs and back. We’ll be
supporting you to become comfortable with this process with an emphasis on maintaining
the dignity of the body donors and fostering attitudes of respect and gratitude for this
unique learning opportunity.
Over the years, I have learned that a lot of students struggle with the course in first
year due to a variety of circumstances. One of the most common is getting used to
the transition from structured, subject-based study at school to an integrated curriculum
which includes several subjects within the one unit. The other common reason is adapting
to the large content of the curriculum. If you did not do a biology subject in year 11 or 12
or would like to brush up on your knowledge, I would strongly encourage you to consult
the resources that have been produced for you, especially the “Introductory Cell Biology
for MBBS Students” course on MyLO.
Our job is to support and encourage you and to provide information about resources and
services that will facilitate your learning. However, we can only help you if you let us know
what difficulties you are having. If you are experiencing any difficulties with your studies,
my advice would be to talk to the associate unit coordinator (or unit coordinator if she is
not available) as early as you can so that she can work with you on a plan to assist you.
Good luck, work hard and keep on top of the study material

Subjects taught: Gross
anatomy, prenatal development. Also
CAM101 unit coordinator.

Malik Mahmood
Subjects Taught: Anatomical and
Histopathology
Hobbies: Gaming, Playing Tennis, watching TV series.
Tips: Always try to correlate the basics concepts with
the study material. It might be in the form of notes,
diagrams or mnemonics. Gross surgical pathology
to microscopic evaluation of disease will be easy to
understand if you have good theoretical knowledge.
Hopefully you will enjoy the Pathology content.

Hobbies: Playing piano, attending
classical music concerts, reading,
scything, gardening.
Tips for understaNding
gross anatomy: For gross anatomy learning, explore and
use a variety of learning resources (apps, textbook, atlas, radiological
imaging atlas, lecture and practical notes, dissection instructions,
quality online resources). Take the cue on the level of detail required
from the lectures, practicals, and dissection sessions & tutorials. Learn
principles and the language of anatomy, think about the meaning of
anatomical terms rather than just rote memorising, and study from
both regional and systemic perspectives. Make lists, draw diagrams,
revise frequently, quiz yourself and classmates. Make links between
gross anatomy and clinical examination skills.
Tips for Year 1: 13 weeks go fast. Keep on top of the
material and assignments, but take time to relax and have fun. Enjoy
the journey, congratulations on earning a place in the MBBS course,
and best wishes for success!
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AnThea Dallas
Welcome to Year 1! My name is Anthea Dallas, and I
am your associate unit coordinator. I’m a GP, and I love
teaching. In the rest of my week, I coordinate GP rotations
in Hobart, work in clinical practice as a GP, and spend time
with my family which includes two small girls.
For Year 1, my role is to be your point of contact for
academic matters and student support. I’m available to
help you with accessing help in your studies and navigating
the system if you experience difficulties in your academic
and personal life.
University study is incredibly fun, and incredibly challenging all at once. Learning how
to study the breadth and complexity of medicine will require you to develop new skills,
which can take a bit of time. It’s a big transition to study at Uni, and there are also the
everyday things of health, family and other life commitments which might offer you extra
challenges this year. There is plenty of support available to you here at UTas, so please
check in with me early if you feel you might benefit from any assistance.

tip 02.
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reps for 2019. We are both in 4th year
this year, Tilly in Hobart and Ruth in
Launceston, and we are more surprised
than anyone that we have made it this far.
We’re always looking for an excuse not to
study so please approach us and have a
chat if you see us floating around.

From t
he

You’ve all probably been to costume
parties before but let us tell you now, the
Faculty of Medicine like to take this to
a completely new level. Be prepared
for some killer themes throughout
the year and pop your creative hats
on, because we’ve got some great
events lined up for you guys.

know each other and those from other year
groups. Hosted this year again at Camp
Woodfield the weekend after O-Week, we
will be running the nighttime
social shindigs. The
entire
School
of Med is
invited
o n

S

Hey hey, we are Ruth
and Tilly and we are your social

Yes yes, studying is important
but so is self-care so put down
your MacBook Pro for a while
and come and join in some
socialising. Whether you’re there
to sink tinnies, dance the night
away, simply for a break or on a
mission to snag yourself a future
doctor we’ve got you covered. In
all seriousness, the med events are some
of the best times you’ll have in the whole
degree so come along, dress up and let
loose.
What is in store this Year

MedCamp Party:

First event of the year, the perfect
opportunity for all the first years to get to

o
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Saturday night,
so listen out for
our theme and dress to
impress.

Societies Day:

One of the few opportunities in the
year to get out of Menzies and meet
some other non-Med Uni students at
the Sandy Bay Campus. Usually clashes
with an afternoon Domain 3 lecture but
is very much worth missing to attend.
Take advantage of the drinks deals and
sign up to as many societies as possible
to get some sweet discounts throughout
the year. If all that doesn’t convince you,
it’s a whole afternoon to be able to drop
in ‘I’m actually studying Medicine’ into the
conversation.

MedParty:

An excuse for another party? Done. Always
comes at a perfect time when you’re
wondering if it’s all worth it and if uni is really
meant for you. Medparty will be there with
another fabulous theme to lift your spirits
and refresh you just in time for those pesky
end of semester exams.

MedBall:

The créme de la créme of Med events,
what many hours of what should have
been studying go towards -MedBall. Put
on your fanciest frock and most dashing
suit and enjoy an evening full of dancing,
drinks and a delicious dinner. The classiest
of our events (??maybe), perfect to get a
new profile picture and let your hair down
before those end of year exams take
over.

Hello Class of 2023 and welcome to Med!
We are Amy and Caroline, your Publications Officers for 2019! We are
responsible for various posters, magazines etc that you’ll be seeing
floating around!

tumss sports

One of the main projects we oversee is The Medic, the official
magazine of TUMSS that is written by its medical students. The Medic
showcases the experiences of students through writing, art and
photography, and explores relevant issues in Tasmania, Australia and
even globally. We would love for you to join our team, and contribute
your work or ideas!

I n t e r fac u lt y
Sports Shield

publications
Don’t be scared to reach out to us for more information or to express
your interest at our email: publications@tumss.org.au
See you around!

Amy and Caroline

TUMSS Publications Officers

A fantastic opportunity to play social
sport with your fellow medical students. All skill levels are welcome.
Bring along yourself, your friends
and a good attitude. Help TUMSS
stay the reigning champions!
Sports: Netball, DodgeBall, Football,
Touch Football & Soccer

Outside of the interfaculty there will
be a ton of opportunities to join other
TUMSS members for events such as
fun runs. If you want to get involved
stay on the lookout for posts on
the TUMSS facebook page. For any
questions surrounding the sporting
opportunities offered by TUMSS feel
free to come and have a chat or send
an email to sports@tumss.org.au.

Max Green
Sports Officer

Hi! My name’s Isobel, and I’m IMPACT Pres for 2019! It’s a cliché, but I bet
at least one of the reasons most of you chose to do Med was to help other
people. Sometimes when you’re a student, though, staring at flash cards
and desperately trying to cram all this information into your head, you
can end up wondering what it’s all for - especially in first year, when you
really don’t get much interaction with real patients.

thinking
of joining
a Club or
so c i e t y

Getting involved with IMPACT is a brilliant way to make a tangible
positive difference to the world around you, and to feel part of
something bigger than yourself. IMPACT is a global health
society, focussed on issues such as the environment, refugee
and asylum seeker health and rights, and sexual health. We
raise awareness, funds, and do practical things to help these
causes – such as holding a letter-writing evening to send
messages of support to those interned on Manus and
Nauru. And we have a lot of fun!
As a first year, there are plenty of ways to get involved!
You can run (by yourself or with a friend) as first year
rep, you can apply to join the academic or the social
subcommittees, or you can simply come along
to meetings and help out with (or even have a
crack at planning!) events. If you’re not on the
committee, how much or how little you’re
involved depends on you! Enthusiasm,
not necessarily experience, is what we’re
looking for.
I was first year rep last year, and now
I’m president of the society – so there
are lots of possibilities! Check us
out on Facebook (IMPACT
Utas)
and Instagram
(impact_utas) to see more
of what we do, and come talk
to me (the one in the blue
jumper in the photo) or any
of the other committee
members if you have any
questions or are keen
on getting involved!

Isobel
Dunbabin
IMPACT
President,
Med II

Rustica is the University of Tasmania
Rural
Health
Club.
We aim to promote the positive
aspects of rural health careers to all
health science students by offering
scholarships
and
professional
development opportunities, and
advocate for our members both
locally and on a national level.
Rustica
holds
a
number of
skills
events
over
the
year that
all medical
students
a
r
e
invited to attend. We teach things
like venepuncture, suturing, and
cannulation. These days are great
in first year as they allow you to get
some hands on experience which you
may not otherwise get until third year!
Rustica also holds rural high
school visits, where groups
of UTAS students go to high schools
around Tasmania to talk to students
about health degrees on offer, as
well as teach fun skills like plastering.
These days are heaps of fun, and are
always enjoyed by the high school

GPSN UTAS is a student-run club which aims to support medical students
throughout their study. While we have a focus on general practice, everyone
is welcome whether you plan to become a GP or not. We’re not alone either;
there are GPSN clubs at all 21 medical schools around Australia!
GPSN is also affiliated with the General Practice Registrars’ Association
(GPRA), the collective organisation representing the next generation of general
practitioners.
As a member of GPSN, you’ll
also be a member of GPRA.
Best of all, membership is
completely free: that’s two for
the price of none!
Membership benefits of GPSN:
• Social events
• Clinical skills sessions
• Talks, seminars and
conferences
• Peer support
• Networking opportunities

and UTAS students!
Our Rural
Networking
Dinner is held in second
semester and connects health
students with experienced rural
health professionals. It is a great
way to make contacts and become
reinvigorated about what a career in
medicine can hold.
Join up as a Rustica
member (https://www.nrhsn.org.
au/rustica/register/)
and follow
us
on
Facebook to keep up to date
with the latest events. Whether you
are already interested in rural health
or want to find out more, we would
love to see you becoming involved
this year. All of you will be involved
in rural health at some point in this
degree and we’re here to help you
get the skills, info, tips and contacts
you will need to make the
most of these opportunities!

GPSN UTAS also supports
the GPSN National Working
Groups which help develop
initiatives to tackle important
issues affecting medical
students. They also aim
to provide experience
and pathways for students
interested in policy-making,
research and public health to
increase GPSN’s productivity
at a national level.
There are four working groups:
• Community Working Group
• Research Working Group
• Rural Working Group
• Close The Gap Working
Group

https://gpsn.org.au
utas@gpsn.org.au
GPSN UTas

What
iS an

?

Written by your amazing AMSA reps:

Ollie, Christian and Elyse
INTRODUCTION
Hey everyone, welcome to
1st year. We know there is
probably a ton of other stuff in
this book so we’ll keep it short
and sweet! One of the biggest
mistakes you could potentially
make in med school is
not reading the following
information and missing out
on getting involved in some
of the best future experiences
of your life in Medicine.

NO Seriously What is AMSA?
AMSA is the Australian Medical Student
Association and it is the peak representative
body for 17,000 medical students across 22
medical schools (there’s practically a new med
school every year). Its role as an organisation
is to connect, inform and represent every one
of those students across Australia through
advocacy, events, projects, interest groups
and publications.
It provides an awesome opportunity to meet
some new friends, attend some insane events
and get your voice heard for the issues that
matter to you! Get involved, have a great
time and make a difference.

Advocacy, Policy, Councils & Think tanks
One of AMSA’s prime roles is advocacy, lobbying governments, universities and
key stakeholders on behalf of you and other medical students around Australia.
This primarily surrounds issues relating to us such as student wellbeing, education
& training, and much much more. AMSA also takes positions on Global Health
Issues (eg sexual & reproductive health, foreign aid, climate change & health, etc)
and issues that relate to health of the entire Australian community (eg euthanasia,
harm minimisation and illicit drug use, plus more).
Advocacy campaigns are based upon a large set of policies that are decided by
medical students. Policies are written by small groups, then they are opened up
for opinion to all students during a review period. You guys can get involved and
come along to the lunchtime Think Tanks where we will discuss how you feel about
the proposed ideas. Ollie (AMSA rep) then takes all your opinions to the 3 National
Councils where he and reps from other universities, plus any guests (everyone is
welcome) discuss & vote on the proposed policies.
You as a student can get involved with AMSA advocacy & policy making at any
level; be it answering a few questions on a survey, attending Think Tanks, joining
your AMSA reps at Councils as a guest (which can be subsidised!) or even being a
part of the select team which helps to write and deliver these policies to Council.

Projects
&
Interest
Groups
This is your opportunity to hone in on
the topics you are really passionate
about and connect with others across
the country that feel that same. With
over 500 volunteer roles within AMSA
there is such range of interest and
support groups that there is something
for everyone. These include AMSA
mental health, gender
equity, AMSA queer, The
International Students
Network & AMSA rural
health. Also AMSA Global Health
is involved in a range of projects
including: Code Green, Crossing
Borders, Reproductive Rights, + more.
If you are interested or want to know
more look them up online or ask one
of your friendly AMSA reps.

Publications
&
OthEr Helpful Stuff
AMSA also make a few helpful
and interesting publications &
tools. These include a guide
for starting medicine, advice
on internships, looking after
your mental health whilst in
the course and more. They
also have AMSA Academy, a
resource for learning about
a whole range of interesting
topics. Make sure to jump onto
their website for all this useful
information.

what about AMSA
global health?
AMSA Global Health is a branch of AMSA whose focus is to connect, inspire
and empower medical students on issues of global health. Particular projects
include: Code Green, Crossing Borders, Reproductive Rights.
There are a ton of ways to get involved, which include joining:
• our local global health group (GHG) = IMPACT
• the mailing list = The Bulletin
• Vector journal – where you can submit or read global health related
articles
• GHC (Global Health Conference)
• Global Health Councils: run alongside AMSA Central Councils 1 & 3
• the AMSA Global Health Intensive
• IFMSA
• AMSA Global Academy (AMSA Academy focus on Global Health)
To find out more, contact Elyse (your AMSA Global Health Rep) at amsa.
impact.utas@gmail.com, head to https://globalhealth.amsa.org.
au, or just say hi around Menzies.

IMPORTANT INFO
Like & follow amsa@utas on facebook to keep up to date with all the
awesome stuff going on (and free food)!
Keep an eye out for updates throughout the year and registration dates
for events.
Wanting to sign up already (it’s cheap as?!) Head to www.amsa.
org.au and get a whole bunch of benefits (book discounts etc. etc.)
Any questions shoot Ollie a message at amsa@tumss.org.au
or just say hi to any of us (Ollie, Christian, Elyse)
around Menzies or MedCamp (not to be missed!!!).
Vampire
Cup
Roll up your
sleeves and
pretend you
aren’t scared
of needles
because it’s
time for the
blood drive.
With
lots
of prizes to
win through
competitions, keep
an eye out
and get involved with
this
great
the
event
running
from
April
to
June.

Global health
COnference (GHC)

In Sydney this year, this is 5
guaranteed days of thoughtprovoking
and
inspiring
workshops on the many
different sides of global health.
These are the things that all the AMSA nuts lose their minds
over! Get your costume making skills ready for the two
biggest events in the national social calendar (Hovention
and GHC) which both come attached with a bunch of
amazing academic schedules with range of inspirational
speakers from a range of fields.
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National Leadership
Development Seminar (NLDS)
If you have keen interest in furthering
your personal skills and knowledge about
becoming a future leader in Medicine,
then NLDS is the event for you! Held at the
end of May in Canberra, this 3 day event
is about bringing together and challenging
some of the medical student best minds in
the country.

AMSA National Convention (Hovention)
The annual AMSA Convention is a massive, jam-packed, fun-filled, absolutely mind blowing
week that is the premiere event in any med students calendar and for the first time in 10
years, it’s happening here! (huge thanks to the incredible 2019 Convention team)
It has it all: engaging and thought-provoking academics, skill building breakout sessions,
a day devoted entirely to a fiercely competitive uni vs uni sports competitions (which UTAS
always wins) and THE best social nights and costumes in the history of ever!!
Now all this amazing stuff doesn’t come cheap but if you start saving a few dollars you
might be able to scrape together the $600-700 needed for a full registration. Whilst that
might sound expensive, try adding on flights and accommodation every other year at the
interstate conventions.
Keep an eye out for registration notices throughout the year and don’t miss out, because
once you’ve been to Convention once you’ll see what all the fuss is about!

Hi first years! My name is Tori and I am the chair of the Tassie branch of PVOGS
this year,which stands for the Pre-Vocational Obstetrics and
Gynaecology Society. If you’re anything like me in first year you will
have no idea what obstetrics and gynaecology (or O&G) is. Basically, obstetrics is
delivering babies and gynaecology is women’s health.
Our aim as a society is to foster and support medical students and junior doctors
with an interest in O&G, as well as raising awareness and funds for different areas of
women’s health. Last year was the first year of PVOGS Tas, and we are hoping to get
as many people as we
can involved this year
across all year groups.
Some of the events
we ran last year were:
a birthing kit night
in combination with
IMPACT (which sends
kits to low resource
countries to help with
hygienic deliveries), a
raffle and sanitary item
collection for menstrual
hygiene day, women’s
health week lunches,
and an O&G interest
symposium. We are
hoping to continue with these this year, and are also hoping to explore other
opportunities to get people involved and interested in O&G.
If any of the things I’ve mentioned tickle your fancy, or even if you have no idea
and just want to try some new things, give our facebook page a like to
keep updated throughout the year about any events and opportunities (PVOGS:
Pre- Vocational Obstetrics & Gynaecology Society –
TAS). If you want any more info feel free to send me an email at chairpvogs.
tas@gmail.com, or we have a very friendly committee who are always up for
a chat. Either way, looking forward to meeting lots of you throughout the year, and
hope to see you at some of our events!
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Bonjour mes amis (et futurs collègues)! Christian here
(your Junior AMSA Rep)
If you want to ever combine your love of the French language and
your passion for medicine, then Medical French is the thing for
you! It’s also a great help if you are considering going to France
for your elective at the end of 4th year too.

Tasmanian
Medical
Orchestra

Despite
the ominous naming of this
booklet, studying medicine definitely involves more
than just ‘surviving’ (although ‘thriving’ might be a bit of a stretch at times!!).
You will quickly notice the recurring theme of “don’t stop doing whatever else you
enjoy” in advice from lecturers and latter-year students throughout the first few weeks.
This might seem like a tall order. If one of your passions is playing music, it can be almost
impossible to find the time, and instruments can remain untouched without you even really
noticing you’ve missed them. But they don’t have to sit gathering
dust. Enter the Tasmanian Medical Orchestra.
Wh o :
we are a student-led
orchestra for all medical and
health-related students and staff
(and sometimes friends)
What/When:
We
have
weekly
or fortnightly rehearsals (depending on
availability) held after 5pm on a weeknight,
working towards a number of performances
throughout the year, including the annual TMO concert,
our weekend intensive with payers from all over the state,
and other Medicine-related gigs.
Required StaNdard: you must enjoy having fun and making
music (srsly though, whether you’re a maestro or have had to mount
an archaeological expedition just to find your instrument again, we are
already excited to have you on board (we’re an excitable bunch)).

For an hour per week, we spend time going through OSCE cases
in French to learn the medical vocabulary, taught by a bone fide
Francophone surgeon at the Royal Hobart Hospital.

For the super keen, keep an ear out for more information about the Australian
Medical Students’ Orchestra (AMSO) and the Australian Doctor’s Orchestra (ADO)
throughout the year. Both are fantastic opportunities to play awesome pieces in huuuuge
orchestras! Looking forward to hearing from you (or at least seeing you at our concerts)!

If you’re interested, you can email me at csmich@utas.edu.
au or send me a message on Facebook. À bientôt!

Michael Young

Christian Mich

on behalf of the TMO team

Get in touch at tasmanianmedicalorchestra@gmail.com, and like our Facebook page!

TSPS is a society that focuses on
nurturing interest in the field among
students. Pathology underpins
pretty much everything we’ll be
doing as doctors and without it,
things would be very difficult.

lectures and hospital lab tours
(and hopefully some sessions that
will be beneficial to assessable
content too!) While pathology
isn’t always taught well, there are
a lot of interesting things about it.

Before
you
continue,
you’ll
find
that
there
are two main
definitions
of the word
“pathology”
in day-to-day
use.
One,
more
often
used by nonpathologist
clinicians,
is
to
indicate
disease. The
other,
more
often used by pathologists, is the
study of disease. Keep that in mind
when you feel someone’s use of
the word doesn’t quite fit what you
thought it meant.

If you would
like
to
help
make
pathology
more
fun
(and/or like
learning
random, yet
fun bits of
information),
send me a
message (or
come have
a chat with
me if you
see
me).
Find
us
on
Facebook
at
Tasmanian
Student
Pathology Society TSPS!

Tasmanian
S t u d e n t
Pat h o lo gy
So c i e t y

Chetan Ganesh
This year, we’ll be holding a few
events,
including
lunch-time

TSPS Chair

Hi medlets! First of all, congrats! Get ready for
a lifetime of learning, fascination, craziness
and fun. Menzies will soon become your
second home, but fear not! TASIN is here to
rescue you – providing countless hands-on
surgical experiences! It is never too early to
express an interest in surgery. Get stuck in
now, and determine whether this incredible
field (and somewhat crazy lifestyle!) could be
for you!

Tasmanian
Anatomy And
Surgical Interest
Network
TASIN was created by past Tasmanian medical students
who were passionate about anatomy, radiology and
surgery. Our events aim to develop your knowledge
and skills, and teach you how to apply these in a clinical
setting.
TASIN hopes to make surgery less intimidating and
more accessible to medical students. This year, we plan
to continue our famous workshops (scrubbing, gloving
and gowning, suturing, plastering, ultrasounds…) Our
largest annual event is our Surgical Careers Night,
where senior doctors share their experiences and
offer great advice relevant to training programs. This
year also brings the possibility of a surgical mentoring
program. Stay tuned!
Like our TASIN Facebook page, and check your UTAS
emails for event updates and competitions!
It is going tibia fibula-ous year!

Brit Kay

TASIN Chair

The ISSUE

Foundation
Founded in 2010 by a group of medical
students The ISSUE Foundation is a Not for
Profit organisation which strives to help students
positively influence the world around them
through volunteering, design and completion of
evidence-based community development projects.
The ISSUE Foundation remains a completely
student led initiative sending a small group
of students each year to a community
in central Uganda, called Masaka.
Our major project for the previous 6 years
has been working with the Anaweza Talents
and Skills Development Project. Anaweza
help guide children, youth and mothers to
lead a more sustainable life. They achieve
this by developing employment skills as well
providing education regarding drug abuse,
sexual education and family planning.
What we do
Throughout the year we fundraise in the abundance of time we have outside
of med obligations (meds not actually that bad when you’re not hungover)
so that we can fund our summer projects. Then we send the money with a
group of students to Uganda. They organize projects such as mosquito net
distribution and malaria education, HIV testing and education and Women’s
health programs in remote communities to improve the health of those
who need it most. These projects are coordinated with the needs of the
community, facilitated via ongoing communication with community contacts
in Masaka. Students also work with the Anaweza Talents and Skills program,
Nazareth Children’s Home and Support the Elderly Program (STEP),
providing donations and volunteering hours which vary depending on the
current needs and what the group feels is most valuable and sustainable
use of time and money.
What you can do
• Join the exec committee – President, VP, Secretary, Treasurer, Projects
Officer (apply at our upcoming AGM)
• Join the general committee (anyone and everyone welcome)
• Support our fundraisers
• Like our Facebook page
• Go to Africa!
Want more info?
Contact Eve Taylor via thEissuefoundation@gmail.
com and come to the AGM (time and date TBA) to get involved!

Now that’s an iDEA...
Tasmania is home to some of the
most beautiful natural environments
in the world. It’s therefore fitting that
in 2019, nipaluna / Hobart will be
home to a beautiful conference, all
about health and the environment:
iDEA.

•

Run by Doctors for the Environment
Australia, iDEA is a medical
conference
unlike
any
other, bringing
together
m e d i c a l
students and
doctors from
around
the
country
for
one
huge
weekend.
F o c u s e d
a r o u n d
the
theme
“keeping
the
lights
on”,
expect
scientific
updates on the
links between
human health
and our natural
world, policy
discussion
around climate
change, health and sustainably, and
inspiration to go beyond the lecture
theatre and make a difference to the
health of not just individuals, but
the entire planet. Is there a more
exciting way to start the uni year?!
(answer: no)

•

Just some examples of speakers you
will hear:
• Prof Susan Prescott: paediatrician,
immunologist
and
Founding Director of

inVIVO Planetary Health as well as
author of several books including
The Secret Life of Your Microbiome
Dr Helen Berry: inaugural Professor
of Climate Change and Mental
Health at the University of Sydney
and lead researcher on issues
around health and wellbeing in
the context of climate change and
socioeconomic inequality across
Australia and the world
Dr
Richard
Denniss:
Chief
Economist and former Executive
Director
of
The
Australia
Institute
- First Dog On
The Moon Walkley-award
winning political
cartoonist
for
The Guardian
Australia

or two).

After
soaking
up
such
a
juicy academic
p r o g r a m ,
enjoy
kicking
back at the
Friday film fest
and
Saturday
cocktail evening
(or
continue
the
day’s
discussions
over a beverage

The best part? Its heavily subsidised
for students, making it much more
affordable than AMSA conferences.
You’re running out of excuses…
iDEA 2019 runs from April
5 - 7 at the UTAS Medical
Sciences
Precinct
See the full program
and register at www.
ideaconference.org.
au.

tip 03.
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It can be a bit of a juggling to act to
maintain your own wellbeing and stay
on top of studies. As with most things,
academic commitments can wax and
wane, and can also culminate into
stressful periods when assignments are
due.
Whilst working harder and being
stressed to meet demands is normal,
it’s important to keep a self-check on
how you’re tracking. Take precautions
and know yourself to recognise what
it’s like when you’re overloading so
that you can avoid burnout.
Here are some handy tips to maintain
your wellbeing:

feeling better in the long run and more
ready to take on uni life.
Maintain healthy
friendships.
Be kind and spend time with the
friends who support you. A good
social network will help you in the long
term.
Have time to relax
Don’t forget that you can take time to
yourself. If you need time to just listen
to music or to unwind, take it!
Meditate & practice
mindfulness.
When things get overwhelming,

Take Care of

Yo u r s e l f !
Set realistic goals.
Know your time constraints and don’t
overcommit to too many things. It’s
okay to say no!
Exercise, eat & sleep
well.
A cliche but a golden truth. Exercise
your stress away or use it as a study
break! It’s tempting to eat a delicious
pizza all the time, but meal prep or
try to eat some homecooked meals.
You may not notice it, but eating
& sleeping well will leave you

take some time to bring yourself to
the present moment. If this is a new
content for you - check out some of
our resources on the next page
Mental wellbeing.
This is paramount. Mental health is
important to maintain and if things
get hard and you’re finding it hard
to manage, don’t be afraid to seek
support. Talk to a friend, reach out to
counselling services or your GP. There
is no shame in doing so, and trust that
you are not alone!
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morning coffee
▤▤
Courthouse Coffee
▤▤
Salutem
▤▤
Artisan
▤▤
Vilino
▤▤
Yellow Bernard
▤▤
Two Folk Coffee
▤▤
Hudsons
▤▤
Small-fry
▤▤
Jamaican Mist
quick & cheap (ish)
lunch
▤▤
Bento
▤▤
Maharajas
▤▤
Sakura
▤▤
Zambrero
▤▤
Liveat
▤▤
Sawak
▤▤
Kopitiam
▤▤
Medici
▤▤
Vita
▤▤
Cyclo
▤▤
The Standard
▤▤
Mr Burger
▤▤
Kebab Rehab
cute brunch Spots
▤▤
Yambu
▤▤
Dandy Lane Food &
Specialty Coffee
▤▤
Room for a Pony
▤▤
Raincheck Lounge
▤▤
Born in Brunswick
▤▤
Salamanca Wharf Cafe

▤▤
▤▤
▤▤
▤▤

Machine Laundry Cafe
Bear
Foodstore Cafe
Criterion St Cafe

desserts & tea for
your sweet tooth!
▤▤
Jackman & McRoss
▤▤
Daci & Daci
▤▤
Honey Badger Dessert Cafe
▤▤
Pollen Tea Room
▤▤
San Churro
Dinner
▤▤
Local Pizza
▤▤
Da Angelos
▤▤
Thai Veggie Hut
▤▤
Frank
▤▤
Amici
▤▤
Solo
▤▤
Kalbi
▤▤
Templo
▤▤
Urban Greek
▤▤
Tandoor & Curry House
▤▤
The Burger Haus
▤▤
Veg Bar
▤▤
Thai Veggie Hutt
▤▤

Try mealprepping your meals
and save time!

So do we!

(we dare you to try all of these! )

